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Dal libro “Focus Ahead” pre intermediate
UNIT 1
Topic: personality adjectives, adjectives + prepositions
Grammar: present tenses, verb+ing form, verb + infinitive
Activities: writing about myself, describing a role model
UNIT 2
Topic: technology and science, computers
Grammar: past tenses, past simple, continuous and perfect. used to, adj+ing form
Activities: public speaking about scientific discoveries that changed the world
UNIT 3
Topic: arts and media
Grammar: present perfect simple and continuous, too and enough
Activities: talking about a famous street artist
UNIT 4
Topic: houses and homes, places in the city and in the country
Grammar: future tenses, future perfect
Activities: describing weird houses
UNIT 5
Topic: education and school
Grammar: conditional forms and relative clauses
Activities: talking about different educational systems.
UNIT 6
Topic: jobs and work
Grammar: modal verbs for deduction, present and past, modals for obligation and permission
Activities: facing a job interview and how to write cv and application letter.
UNIT 7
Topic: shops and services
Grammar: passives and quantifiers
Activities: how to write an advert
UNIT 8
Topic: politics, society, crime and punishment
Grammar: reported speech
Activities: dealing with crime reports

Dal libro “Mastering Grammar”:

CAP 2: present simple, present continuous.
CAP 4: quantifiers
CAP 5: past simple, past continuous, used to, past perfect simple
CAP 6: present perfect simple, present perfect continuous, how long, for, since
CAP 7: relative clauses, defining e non defining
CAP 8: comparativi, superlativi
CAP 9: the future, present continuous, present simple, to be going to, will
CAP 10: obligation and prohibition
CAP 11: conditional, if tense 0, 1, 2
CAP 12: verbs +ing form, verbs +object+infinitive, verbs +ing or inf, be used, get used, used to, make, let.
CAP 13: the passive, passive followed by two objects, personal and impersonal form
CAP 14: reported speech
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